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Abstract
Semi-Markov processes have become increasingly important in probability and statis-
tical modeling, which have found applications in traffic analysis, reliability and mainte-
nance, survival analysis, performance evaluation, biology, DNA analysis, risk processes,
insurance and finance, earthquake modeling, etc. In the first part of this thesis, we first
present novel approaches to establishing statistics of the resulting random processes under
the operations of down-sampling, superposition, and mislabeling on discrete time semi-
Markov processes, respectively. We show that the resulting processes under the operations
are still semi-Markov processes. Moreover, we prove that the statistics of the original
semi-Markov sequence in terms of its sojourn time distribution, as well as its probability
transition matrix can bother be restored given their counter parts under either super-
position or mislabeling operations. As a contrast, we show that down-sampling creates
singularity issues, thereby making it impossible to restore the original statistics. Simu-
lation and numerical results further demonstrate the validity of our theoretical findings.
Our results thus provide a more profound understanding on the limitation of applying
semi-Markov models to characterizing and learning the dynamics of nodes activities in
wireless networks.
In the second portion of the thesis a review is provided about several graphical models
that have been widely used in literature recently to characterize the relationships between
different users in social networks, the influence of the neighboring nodes in the networks




The hidden Markov model and semi Markov model are two important models that were
applied to a variety of domains, such as signal processing, machine learning, communica-
tions, and many more. The two models were first introduced in the late 1950s and later
generalized by Baum and Petrie in 1966 [1]. There is much work in the literature focusing
on the applications of Hidden Markov model to speech recognition [2], signal processing
[3]. These applications in statistical signal processing and communications again reflect
the power and flexibility of the model. Without the hidden part, on the other hand, semi
Markov model is a generalization of Markov and of renewal processes and was shown
to be a very powerful tool. Very recently, ”Barbu and Limnios” [4] have introduced the
semi Markov model in the discrete-type setting and pointed to various applications in
reliability engineering and statistical learning. Nowadays, semi-Markov processes have be-
come increasingly important in probability and statistical modeling. In their recent work,
the authors in [5] proposed the problem of coverage intensity defined as the probability
distribution of durations within which a target or an event is uncovered/unmonitored.
They derived this distribution based on semi-Markov model, and the superposition of
alternating renewal processes. In [6], the authors have studied the superposition of multi-
ple independent semi Markov process and applications to bursty traffic sources and then
derived the analysis for a statistical multiplexer model.
Recent years have witnessed growing attentions in applying semi Markov process to
model on-off duty cycle of different nodes in wireless networks. In [7], the authors proposed
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that semi Markov chain can be used to design lifetime model for each sensor node by con-
sidering the power consumption in different operational modes and the energy overheads
incurred during transitions. Semi Markov chain was also a viable candidate for different
types of Measurement-Based Model for Dynamic Spectrum Access in WLAN Channels.
In [8], Kadiyala proposed a semi-Markov process based model to compute the network
parameters such as saturation throughput, for the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination
Function employing the Binary Exponential Backoff.
Cherry was the first to introduce the superposition of two continuous time Markov
renewal process [9] . In his paper, the structure of the interval process resulting from
superposing two independent Markov renewal processes is characterized. The resulting
stochastic process has a very large number of states that limit the applicability of the
model to two processes. In [10] a mathematical model for the superposition of multi-
ple independent continuous-time Markov renewal processes was introduced. The model
records the times each process spent in the current state thereby limiting its applicability
to cases where analytic expressions for the sojourn times between states can be found.
Following similar methodology, Elsayed and etc. [6] presented an approximate model
for characterizing the superposition process of N > 2 independent discrete-time binary
Markov renewal process with the applications to bursty traffic sources and then derived
the analysis for a statistical multiplexer model. The main disadvantage of their approach
is the resulting state space is huge with the number of states in an order of O(4N) states
where N is the number of independent semi Markov processes. Their work was followed
by Hsin and Liu who have derived coverage intensity for wireless sensor network [11]. In
both these papers the authors relied on the tuple (xi, ti) where xi is the state of the i
th
process and ti the indicator state changes.
As can be seen from the previous examples, hidden Markov models and semi Markov
models have been employed to model the dynamics of wireless network nodes. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of deep understanding in regard to how
operations in a practical set-up such as sampling, superposition, and even mislabelling
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due to near-far effect affect the restoration of the statistics of the original semi-Markov
processes. Such issues were exemplified in one of our recent works [12]. In [12], we have
adopted Bayesian Hidden Semi-Markov Model (HSMM) for detecting wireless RF devices.
Specifically, we have employed multiple USRPs to simulate both coordinated and non-
coordinated transmissions of wireless nodes in a small scale network. The generated RF
traces were then collected via downsampling by a monitoring USRP node where an off-line
non-parametric learning algorithm was executed to partition and label the collected RF
traces. In our experimental study, we have noticed that the learning algorithm has done a
decent job in segmenting RF traces into meaningful states. However, the identified post-
sampling states transitions demonstrate some unseen patterns not evident in the original
processes, which has thus prompted us to seek answers to such issues. Furthermore, and
more importantly, the experimental works have prompted us to question if the statistics
of semi-Markov processes are recoverable or not given those of the resulting discrete time
sequences under the aforementioned operations.
It should be noted that our objective is quite different than that addressed by tradi-
tional sampling theorems, which are about estimating the original band-limited random
process given its downsampled sequences. Rather, we are interested in only the original
statistics which are captured by both states transition probabilities and sojourn time
distributions for semi-Markov processes. Also notable is such recovery question becomes
trivial if the original process is not Semi-Markov, but rather Markov. The findings in this
paper could help us understand more profoundly the fundamental limitation in learning
the nodes activity patterns in wireless networks under the widely used semi-Markov mod-
els when downsampling is necessary due to concerns of computational cost, as what we
experienced in our experiments. Intuitively, superposition of semi- Markov processes are
due to the collision of transmitting packages and mislabelling after the superposition is
similar to that of near-far effect. The near-far problem is a condition in which a receiver
captures a strong signal thereby making it impossible for the receiver to detect a weaker
signal, a situation common in wireless communication systems [13]. Interestingly, differ-
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ent from down-sampling operation, we can generally recover the statistics of the original
sequence after superposition and mislabelling operations. We have presented some of the
results dealing with down-sampling issues in [14], and we provide more detailed proofs
here, as well as those findings related to other operations including superposition and
mislabeling on semi-Markov processes. We report the results of other operations on semi-
Markov processes such as super-position and false-labeling in addition to providing more
detailed proofs for the results in [14]. We present both theoretical and numerical and sim-
ulation results on the effects of these operations on restoration of the original sequences’
statistics in Chapter 2 of the Thesis.
In addition to characterizing the dependency of wireless networks, hidden Markov
model also plays an important role in modelling the relationship of social network users.
Many works have been done recently to follow this trend. Chapter 3 of this thesis reviews
current literature on the coupled hidden markov model with application in social networks




Statistical properties of semi-
Markov process
This chapter is organized as follows. Section II presents the set up and specifications
of our experiments and the result from two coordinated users using OFDM transmis-
sions. Section III first presents background notations on Semi Markov processes, and then
provides analytical solutions to the statistics of downsampled sequences, as well as the
justification on the singularity issue in restoration of the original semi-Markov processes.
We also present the solution method for the superposition of two independent discrete
time semi Markov processes and derives the formulation of the mislabelling problem. In
Section IV, we compare the derived numerical results with those using simulations to
further demonstrate the validity of our findings.
2.1 Experimental results from identification of the transmissions of wireless
RF devices
2.1.1 Modelling and specification
In our experimental study, we have implemented the non-parametric learning algo-
rithms proposed in [15] to learn the hidden sates of wireless RF devices under the frame-
work of Hidden Semi-Markov Processes (HSMM). This was accomplished by programming
several USRPs to transmit data according to semi-Markovian behavior as implemented
through custom Python programs using GNU Radio. The Python programs enable two
USRPs to coordinate their activity through the host PC so that no packet collisions are
produced as they transmit data over the program’s execution. A third USRP was inter-
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fering the transmissions from the first two coordinated USRPs and the fouth USRP was
then utilized to collect wireless RF traces of the generated activity to use as inputs to the
Bayesian HSMM algorithm. It is the goal of the Bayesian HSMM algorithm to identify
the number of devices present in each collected RF trace by examining the statistical
properties of the received signal over time and to also identify collision instances when
two USRPs attempt to transmit data packets simultaneously. Collection of the wireless
traces over the ISM band was performed by running the USRP Python program. The
inputs to this program specify the center frequency of interest, the sampling rate with
which the received signal appearing at the antenna are digitized by the USRP’s ADC.
Due to the large amount of data stored within the file at the utilized sampling rate of
500 kHz for these experiments, the data was subsequently down-sampled to a rate of
1 kHz to allow the Bayesian HSMM algorithm to be conducted in reasonable amount
of time. More descriptions of the experimental set up and configurations can be found
in [12]. Here we present the experimental results for a case of two coordinated OFDM
transmissions in the presence of interference from the third node.
2.1.2 Two coordinated transmissions in the presence of interference
We considered an experiment to assess the Bayesian HSMM algorithm’s ability to dis-
cern between two coordinated USRPs with the third interfering USRP transmission. Both
coordinated USRPs were chosen to send OFDM symbols with BPSK as the underlying
modulation. A Python program was used to generate a realization of a Markov chain
state sequence through the specification of an idle/busy state transition matrix P and
a second uniformly distributed random variable x ∼ U(0, 1) used to select which USRP
will be selected for transmission during any busy state. If x < 0.5, USRP 1 is chosen for
transmitting packets, otherwise USRP 2 will send its own packets. The busy state dura-
tions corresponding to USRP 1/2’s transmissions is governed by the amount of packets,
packet size, and OFDM symbol bandwidth chosen for each USRP. Whenever USRP 1 is
chosen to transmit its packets according to the generated Markov chain, it will send 5
packets with probability 0.5. Likewise, it will send 10 packets with equal probability. The
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duration of the idle state Doff is generated through draws from an exponential random
variable with a specified mean. The idle state durations are further bounded by minimum
and maximum values to prevent extremely short durations or extremely long durations.
As an example, suppose Doff ∼ Exp(0, 2) with bounds of [0.3, 0.5]. If the drawn value of
Doff falls within [0.3, 0.5], then the value is kept, otherwise, the idle duration will be the
closest interval bound.
Table 2.1 presents a summary for the experimental setup, in which the interference in-
troduced by USRP 3 is the result of GMSK transmissions over the wireless channel. Since
GMSK is a means of frequency shift keying and is thus distinct from the OFDM trans-
mission scheme and the underlying phase shift keying for USRPs 1 and 2, it is expected
that the HSMM algorithm should be able to distinguish GMSK packet transmissions with
better accuracy.
TABLE 2.1. Experimental set up for Experiment 2
USRP 1 USRP 2 USRP 3
Modulation OFDM-BPSK OFDM-BPSK GMSK
Symbol Bandwidth 250 kHz 250 kHz -
Bit Rate 250 kHz
Number of Subcarriers 200 200 -
Packet Size 508 bytes 508 bytes 508 bytes
Packet Bunches [5,10] [5,10] [5,10]
Packet Emission Probs. [1/2, 1/2] [1/2, 1/2] [1/2, 1/2]
Transmission Gain 15.0 25.0 3.0
Idle State Duration Doff ∼Exp(0.2) sec Doff ∈ [0.30.5] sec
Figure 2.1 depicts the labeled state sequence after the final iteration of the algorithm,
along with the sample magnitudes for each point in the RF trace.
A legend for mapping each state to its corresponding can be found in the following.
There are 5 states after the final iteration: State 1 with black color is USRP 3 state
whose duration distribution follows Poiss(λ1 = 65.25); State 2(dark blue) is USRP 2
state whose duration distributions follow Poiss(λ2 = 130.42); State 3 with cyan color is
USRP 1 and idle state with Poiss(λ3 = 149.93); State 4 with green color is Collisions and
Transients with Poiss(λ4 = 41.92); State 5 with yellow color is USRP 3 and Collisions
7
FIGURE 2.1. Labeled State Sequence for Experiment 3
with Poiss(λ5 = 107.18). At the completion of the final iteration, the resultant state




0.000 0.008 0.147 0.778 0.066
0.000 0.000 0.262 0.698 0.040
0.001 0.000 0.000 0.201 0.798
0.004 0.577 0.142 0.000 0.276
0.507 0.064 0.268 0.161 0.000

Once again, the final results in the state labeling show missed detection of USRP 1, as
it is considered to belong to the same state as vacancies over the channel. Instances of
GMSK’s presence over the channel are consistently detected and considered as belonging
to the same state, regardless of collision instances or undisturbed transmission. States
1 and 4 of the model also represent shorter duration states that seem to result from
transient behavior as transmissions initiate from the USRP devices. As we can see that
the learning algorithm mislabelled two states from USRP 1 and USRP 2, combining
them into a single state. State 3 with cyan color is the mislabelling. From Figure 2.1, we
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also observe many fast switching from USRP 1 to USRP 2 and the busy states are not
always followed by the idle state any more but there is transition from a busy state to
another busy state, i.e. the coordinated property is not fully restored after down-sampling.
We can thus conclude based on the empirical results, not surprisingly, down-sampling,
superposition due to collision, and mislabeling due to overshadowing effect from strong
transmission, which could be some prevailing issues emerging in a practical set-up, all play
a role in transforming the statistics of the original nodes activity patterns. What remains
challenging then is to quantitatively demonstrate to what extent such operations affect
the statistics, and whether such transformations are invertible in the sense of recovering
the original sequences’ statistics. We will address all these questions in the next a few
sections.
2.2 An analytical approach for the problem: downsampling, superposition
and mislabelling
We present an analytical approach to elaborating issues seen above from the experi-
ments. Some notation and denitions are in order. All vectors and matrices are represented
with lower and upper case boldface fonts respectively. Sets are represented with calli-
graphic fonts. Random variables are represented with italic fonts while their realisation is
represented by lower case italic fonts. Let In be the identity matrix of size n×n while 1n
denotes the column vector of n ones. Throughout the paper, we reseve the lower case let-
ter for probability distribution, for example, hi(k) denotes the sojourn time distribution
of state i of the semi- Markov process. We denote letter with ∼ to define the cumulation
distribution, for example, h̃i denotes the cumulative sojourn time distribution of state i.
We keep upper case letter for the z-transform corresponding to the distribution in time
domain, for example, Hi(z) denotes the z-transform of the sojourn time distribution in
state i. We say letter with hat implies the remaining distribution, for example, ĥi(k) is
the remaining life-time of the sojourn time distribution in state i. Finally the superscripts
show the nature of the processes. For example, X1k or X
2
k ,.. show the component processes
for N independent semi- Markov processes with the resulting XSk as the superposition
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process. Similarly, XS,Mk is defined as the mislabelled semi- Markov process after super-
position. And in the paper, we use X to shows the original sequence while Y defined as
the down-sampled semi- Markov process.
2.2.1 Review of relevant background on semi- Markov processes
Define E as the state space of the semi-Markov process: E = {1, 2, 3, .., s}. Let N be
the set of integers, i.e. N = {0, 1, 2, 3, ..}. Define the set of non-negative matrices on
E ×E as µE. Consider a semi-Markov chain with state space E and let { i, j, k } be the
three states from the set E given by the following diagram in Figure 2.2. Here denote
FIGURE 2.2. A sample path of a discrete time semi Markov chain
{Xn} as the states of the chain at the nth arrival and {Tn+1} as the sojourn time of
the semi-Markov process at that nth arrival and {Sn} be the corresponding jump time.
Similar to the approach of [4], we define a discrete-time semi-Markov kernel: a matrix
valued function q ⊂ µE is said to be discrete-time semi-Markov kernel if the following
three conditions are met:
i. 0 ≤ qij(k) ≤ 1
ii. qij(0) = 0;
∑∞





j∈E qij(k) = 1, for i ∈ E
Here the right continuous jump at Sn occurs at the state Xn, whose duration is Tn+1. We
can define the element of the kernel q as
qij(k) = P (Xn+1 = j, Tn+1 = k | Xn = i). (2.1)
Intuitively, qij(k) is the probability that the semi-Markov chain jumps from state i to
state j with the time spent during state i as k units of time. We want to make a remark
about the subtle difference between the index of n and k, respectively. Here the index n
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refers to the states of the Semi- Markov process and also refers to the arrival nature and
the index k refers to time epochs of the Semi Markov chain/sequence or refer to the time
nature. The transition matrix of the embedded Markov chain (Xn) defined by:
p̃ij = P (Xn+1 = j | Xn = i) (2.2)
with i, j ∈ E and n ∈ N. Sojourn times distribution in a given state depends on the
current state as well as the next state. For all i, j ∈ E we denote hij(k) be the sojourn
time distribution in state i and the next state is j. We can write
hij(k) = P (Tn+1 = k | Xn = i,Xn+1 = j). (2.3)
We have the following relationship:
qij(k) = p̃ijhij(k) (2.4)





Define Z = (Zk), k ∈ N, to be a semi-Markov chain with Zk = XNk , k ∈ N with
Nk = max(n ∈ N | Sn ≤ k). Then Nk is the discrete counting process of the number
of jumps in [1, k] which is ∈ N and Zk gives the system state at time k. Define the














The transition function of semi-Markov chain Z is the matrix-valued function P ∈ µE
defined by
pij(k) = P (Zk = j | Z0 = i) (2.7)
with i, j ∈ E. The transition function P can be computed as





qir(l)prj(k − l) (2.8)
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where Iij(k) is the indicator function, Iij(k) = 1 if i = j and Iij(k) = 0 otherwise. We
have in matrix form:
p = I− h̃ + q ∗ p. (2.9)
The cumulated semi-Markov kernel q̃ = q̃ij defined by:




We have the result for the elements of the transition matrix of the embedded markov
chain as:




The stationary distribution of the semi-Markov process can be calculated as follows. Let
v = [v(1)v(2)...v(n)] be the stationary distribution of the embedded markov chain. In
other word, v = vP where P is transition matrix. We define the mean sojourn time in
any state i as mi = E(S1 | X0 = i) =
∑
k≥1 khi(k).




. We have π = (πj), j ∈ E, is the stationary distribution of the semi-
Markov chain.
The following figure (Figure 2.3) outlines the road map used for different operations of
Semi- Markov Processes:
FIGURE 2.3. Problem Formulation and Outline
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2.2.2 Statistical properties of down-sampled semi-Markov sequences
Main results for the down-sampling problem:
We first propose a result, which plays an important role in understanding the character-
ized behaviors of the down-sampled sequence:
Proposition 1. The resulting process after downsampling a semi-Markov process is also
a semi-Markov process.
Here we present the outline of the proof. For a finite alphabet set of the state space,
we define again our down-sampling as following. For the down-sample factor of m > 1
we keep the first letter and delete the next m − 1 letters. One observation is that after
the down-sampling the state space of the resulting sequence is the same as the state
space of the original sequence. Our proof depends on the counting process of each state
in semi-Markov chain. For more details, refer to [16].
Next, since the down-sampled sequence is also a semi-Markov process, we are interested
in finding the statistical properties of the resulting process. More specifically, we want to
first find how downsampling is reflected in the statistics of the resulting sequence in terms
of its sojourn time distribution and transition probabilities matrix. We next establish the
foundations of our work in the following result. Only a simple, but non-trivial case with
3-state semi-Markov processes is given, whose results can be extended to more general
cases in the similar manner. This case is also reflecting a set-up in our experiments when
we only consider activity patterns of two nodes, together with the interlaced idle states.
Proposition 2. For a given 3 states semi-Markov process, the relationship between the
transition function pij(k) and the semi-Markov kernel Qij(k) for i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} in the




















where |A| denotes determinant of a non-singular matrix A.
Similar expressions can be written for Q21(z), Q23(z), Q31(z), Q32(z). The complete
proof can be found in Appendix B. And from that we can find the relationships be-
tween a given semi-Markov kernel from state i to state j, i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2} Qij(z) and
Pmn(z), m,n ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The sojourn time distribution: Hij(z) = Qij(z)p̃ij . We can get p̃ij
by letting p̃ij = Qij(1). Finally, taking the numerical inverse z-transform to get hij(k).
Suppose that the down-sampling factor is m. In other words, from the original semi-
Markov chain X = {Xk}, k ∈ N , after down-sampling the sequence X by a factor m,
we got a resulting semi Markov chain Y = {Yk}, k ∈ N . We present next result that can
help us understand the connection between sequence X and sequence Y in terms of the
relationship between their respective z-transform of the transition function.
Proposition 3. The relationship between the transition function pXij (k) and the transition
function pYij(k) in transform domain is given by:

















Proof. Since the results are quite straight-forward and has been discussed in [17]. From




with i, j ∈ E . Hence applying the frequency domain on both sides of the above equation,
or in z-transform domain and the properties of the down-sampling with factor m, we
obtain the immediate result for Equation (14).
Now, we want to apply the propositions given to find the statistics of the down-sampled
sequence Y given the statistics of the original sequenceX. The method to use is to write all




ij (k), with i, j ∈ E where
p̃Xij denotes the ij- element of the embedded Markov chain transition matrix of {Xk}. Then
from Proposition 3 we can find the transition function P Y (z). Solving for P Yij (z) and then










The rest of the expressions QYij(z) can be found explicitly from Proposition 2. So for each









Finally, taking the numerical inverse z-transform to get hYij(k). Reverse downsampling
problem:
In this subsection, we provide an analytical solution to answer the beginning question
that given the observed random process after down-sampling, how much of the statistics
of the original sequence we can restore.
Proposition 4. There are infinitely many solutions for the reverse down-sampling prob-
lem, i.e. there is singularity issue and we cannot recover the statistics of the original
sequence after downsampling.
Proof. Suppose the statistical properties of the Y sequence are known, namely the tran-
sition probability matrix and the sojourn time distribution of the Y sequence. We want
to find the statistics of the X sequence. We would like to find transition probability ma-
trix and hXij (k) in terms of the down-sampling factor m and statistics of the Y sequence.
Writing all the quantities in terms of the semi-Markov kernel from Equations (2) through
(7) and using the z transform and the properties of the down-sampling with factor m by
Proposition 3, we need to solve the functional equation (14). From Proposition 3 we solve
for PXij (z) and then from that we can find Q
X
ij (z) using the same method as in the forward
problem. The first question to address involves the functional equation (14). Let Gij(z) be






















) = 0. (2.16)
We want to find all the Q functions that satisfy the above two properties. One possible
function Gij(z) can be given by:
Gij(z) = apz
p + ap−1z
p−1 + ..+ a1z (2.17)
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where p < m. And this is one of the many solutions that we can find for Equation
(14). Hence, we have one of the solutions for functional equation (14) as PXij (z) =
P Yij (z
m)+Gij(z). Therefore, we can construct infinitely many solutions to the restoration
problem on the statistics of the original semi-Markov processes, based on the downsam-
pled sequence statistics only, thereby demonstrating the singularity issue in restoring the
pre-downsampling statistics.
Relationship between time domain and frequency domain statistics:
The following figure (Figure 2.4) shows the relationship between time domain and fre-
quency domain statistics, the framework under which we carry throughout the proofs of
main results:
FIGURE 2.4. Relationship between time domain and frequency domain statistics
The outline of the proofs can be illustrated by the following Diagram (Figure 2.5):
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FIGURE 2.5. Relationship between time domain and frequency domain statistics
2.2.3 Superposition of two independent discrete-time semi-Markov processes
Main results for the superposition problem:
Here we only present the results on the superposition of two-processes for the ease of
presentation, and the purpose of being consistent with our experimental set-up in which
the transmission of a third USRP could collide with that from one of the coordinated
USRPs. It should be noted that our proposed approach to establishing the statistics of
superposed two independent semi-Markov processes could extended in a straightforward
manner to the case of N > 2 independent processes. The size of state space under
superposition in our approach is reduced to O(2N) as compared with O(4N) in [11] when
each of the N processes has two states.
More specifically, our main contribution for the superposition problem is that we can
show how to construct the transition from any state i to j in state space E of the
superposition process by explicitly taking into account both the age and residual life
time of each component process as a result of the superposition. Consequently, as a
comparison with the existing works on superposition of semi-Markov processes, we do
not take into account ti, the indicator state changes. Other methods have relied on the
tuple (xi, ti) where xi is the state of the i
th process and ti the indicator state changes.
This results in a state space whose size scales in the order of O(4N) states where N is
17
the number of independent binary semi Markov processes. Hence when extending our
results to a large number of independent binary semi Markov processes, the size of the
resulting state space is in the order of O(2N), rendering less computationally expensive.
Also notable is that we have taken a time-domain approach to tacking the superposition
problem, as demonstrated next, rather the transform domain one used in coping with
down-sampling issues previously because of the need to consider both elapsed time and
remaining time during superposition operations.
We define qij(k)
m as the probability of making a transition from the current state i to the
next state j, with the remaining time k slots in the current state i, where i and j are in
Em, the state space of a particular semi-Markov process m. Let p̃
m
ij denote the transition










ij = 1, and we define h
m
ij (k) as the sojourn time distribution in state i, next
state j of the process m
hmij (k) = Pr(X
m
n+1 = j, T
m
n = k|Xmn = i) (2.19)
where Tmn is the inter-arrival time of state i and X
m





ij (k) = 1 and q
m









ij (k) be the associated cumulative probability density function of length






Residual life-time probability mass function
Suppose that N(t) is the number of arrivals of the semi Markov process up to time t.
Suppose that Sn, n = 1, 2, .. be the arrival times. The following denotations will be used
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FIGURE 2.6. Residual life-time, current life (age) and total life-time
as the residual life-time and age of the semi Markov process. We define
γt = SN(t)+1 − t (2.21)
be the excess or residual life at time t. Define
βt = t− SN(t) (2.22)
as the current life or age at time t. The probability mass distribution of βt as t → ∞ is
the sojourn time distribution of the state i at time t for the semi Markov process.From
renewal theory, the probability mass distribution of the residual life time γit of state i for
a particular process m can be shown to be
ĥmij (k) = Pr(γ
i








ij (k) = 1 and ĥ
m
ij (k) is the residual life-time probability mass function
associated with sojourn time distribution hmij (k). We define the residual life-time semi
Markov kernel q̂mij associated with the semi Markov kernel q̂
m
ij (k) which has the property:
q̂mij (k) = Pr(X
m
n+1 = j, γ
i
t = k|Xmn+1 = i). (2.24)





Similar to the sojourn time distribution, we define the cumulative
residual life-time probability distribution associated with q̂mij (k) as
˜̂qmij (k).
Let T (Xj) be the time that process j has spent so far in state Xj. Due to the in-
dependence of the two processes, the distribution of T (Xj) will be equal to the sojourn
distribution or the current life distribution in state Xj. The time T
′(Xj) that it takes pro-
cess j to undergo a state change would have a distribution equal to the residual life-time
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distribution at state Xj. This is true when we take all possible realization of the above
event and assuming that all processes are independent. Define ti ∈ {0, 1} denote whether
process i has changed state or not, with ti = 1 if process i has changed state. For a par-
ticular state u = (X1, X2) we need to have
∑2
i=1 ti > 0 because an arrival happens in the
superposition when one or more of the component processes makes a transition. Next,
we propose a result which plays an important role in understanding the characterized
behaviors of the superposition process:
Proposition 5. The superposition of two independent discrete-time semi-Markov pro-
cesses is also a semi-Markov process.
The proof of this proposition is given in the Appendix A.5.
Let the probability of going from u to v in k slots be denoted by qSuv(k) or the probability
that knowing the current state is u = (X11 , X
2





and it takes k units to go from u to v hence quv(k) is the semi Markov kernel of the
superposition process. We have the function qSuv(k) depending on the value of ti(v) for
all processes i. So there are 2 cases: Case I. Only process i changes state at v or ti(v) =
1, tj(v) = 0. The probability of this event to happen is equal to the probability that the
residual life-time in state xi(u) is equal k can be given by
φuv(k)
i = q̂mxi(u)xi(v)(k). (2.25)
We have process j not changing state at v, the probability of this event to occur is
equal to the probability that the sojourn time in state xj(u) is greater k can be given by
φuv(k)
j = 1− q̃mxj(u)xj(v)(k). (2.26)
Due to the independence of these component processes,










Case II. Both processes i and j change state at v or ti(v) = tj(v) = 1. The probability of
this event to happen is equal to the probability that the residual life-time in state xi(u)





As a case study, we next apply the above method to find the transition probability
matrix and sojourn time distribution of two independent ON-OFF discrete time semi
Markov processes(SMP) in order to capture the collision between transmissions of two
non-coordinated nodes, e.g. USRP1 and USRP3 in our experiment. SMP 1 has 2 states
(idle1, A) and SMP 2 has 2 states (idle2,B). Suppose that the sojourn time distribution
of each of the two states for SMP 1 and SMP 2 specified in Table 2.2:
TABLE 2.2. Duration parameters









The resulting superposition process is a semi Markov process and due to the combination
of the two semi Markov chain as above, we would have 4 states as specified in Table 2.3.





Our main contribution for the superposition problem is that we can show how to con-
struct the transition from any state i to j in state space E of the superposition process.
More importantly, when extending our results to superposition of N > 2 number of in-
dependent semi Markov processes, the size of the resulting state space is in the order of
O(2N), less than O(4N) as needed using approaches in existing works [6].
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Proposition 6. From the above analysis, the semi Markov kernels of the superposi-
tion from two independent semi- Markov processes each with sojourn time distributions
































where the rest of the expressions for qSuv(k) can be written similarly and can be found in
the Appendix A.6.
Reverse superposition problem:
Suppose that there are two independent ON-OFF discrete time semi Markov processes(SMP):
SMP 1 has 2 states (idle1, A) and SMP 2 has 2 states (idle2,B) Suppose that the sojourn
time distribution of each of the two states for SMP 1 and SMP 2 follows their own distri-
butions with parameters specified in the Table 2.2. The resulting superposition process
is a semi Markov process and due to the superposition of the two semi Markov chain as
above, we would have 4 states as from Table 2.3. Suppose that after the superposition we
get the Y sequence and the statistical properties of the Y sequence are known, namely
the transition probability matrix and the sojourn time distribution of the Y sequence.
We want to find the statistics of the two original sequences.
Follow the results of superposition process we obtain the semi-Markov kernels from
Equation (2.30). The unknowns for us are the functions hi(k), i ∈ {0A, 0B, 1A, 1B}. In
order to solve for hi(k), i ∈ {0A, 0B, 1A, 1B} of the original two sequences, we need to find
conditions the resulting superposed process has to satisfy in terms of its semi-Markov
kernels.
Proposition 7. After superposition of two independent semi-Markov processes, the semi-


























If one of the four conditions is violated then we cannot find hi(k), i = 0A, 0B, 1A, 1B,i.e.
there is no superposition process.
The proof is given in Appendix E.
Proposition 8. There is a unique solution for the reverse superposition problem.
Now, suppose the initial sojourn time distributions hi(k), i = 0A, 0B, 1A, 1B all satisfy













l=1A1. When k = 0 we have A2(0) = 0 and we have A1(0) =
qS03(k)
qS02(k)
. We can solve for A1(k) iteratively from the above equation and from that we can
write A2(k) as: A2(k) =
qS02(k)
qS03(k)
A1(k) so A2(k) can be computed from A1(k) directly. From















































z−1A2(z). So H0A(z) only de-
pends onA1(z). Taking the inverse z-transform we have the form of h
i(k), i ∈ {0A, 0B, 1A, 1B}
which satisfy the condition (26).
2.2.4 Mislabelling two states of the superposition two independent discrete-
time semi-Markov processes
It has been shown in the previous section how superposition affects the resulting semi-
Markov process’s statistics. In the presence of both collision which results in superpo-
sition, and near-far effect due to un-evenly distributed receiving powers from colliding
active transmission, which causes mislabeling, we next address the problem of recover-
ing the statistics of the original component semi-Markov processes. More specifically, in
accordance with our experimental set-up, we still consider superposition of two indepen-
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dent binary state semi-Markov processes as in the last section. Our goal is to find the
transition probabilities and sojourn time distributions of the mislabeled process first, and
then the corresponding statistics of the component ones given the mislabeled ones in the
reverse problem.
Forward mislabelling problem:
We remark that our assumption is B process has a much higher received power at the
monitoring node than that of node A, and thus state 2, and state 3 are both labelled as
state 5. So after the mislabelling, the new semi Markov process has three states denoted
as:
state 0 = (0A, 0B)
state 1 = (1A, 0B)
state 5 = (0A, 1B) ∪ (1A, 1B)
Proposition 9. For the mislabeled process, the relationship between the semi-Markov
kernel function qS,Mij (k) of the mislabelling process and the semi-Markov kernel function
qSij(k) of the superposition is given by:






























The proof is given in the appendix. The analytical formula for the transition probability





























ij (k). The an-
alytical formula for the duration distribution of the combination process is given by
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ij (k). From that the sojourn time distributions of the three states


















Similar equations can be derived in the same way and given in the Appendix A.7.
Reverse mislabelling problem
We want to find the statistics of the two original sequences.
Follow the results of superposition process we obtain the semi-Markov kernels from Eq.
(30). The unknowns for us are the functions hi(k), i = 0A, 0B, 1A, 1B for the superposition
process.
Proposition 10. There is a unique solution for the reverse mislabelling problem.
Now from the forward mislabelling problem, we have:




03(k) = C1(k); q
S,M




13(k) = B1(k) (2.35)





z−1A2(z). So H0(z) only depends on A1(z). Taking the inverse
z-transform of A1(z), B1(z), C1(z), D1(z) we have the form of h
i(k), i = 0A, 0B, 1A, 1B
which satisfy the condition (26).
Difference between a coordinated 3-state semi-Makov, and a mislabeled 3-state Markov
out of 4-state superposed from two independent Markov processes:
Next, we provide some comments on the differences between a coordinated 3-state Semi-
Makov process, and a mislabeled 3-state Markov process out of 4-state superposed from
two independent Markov processes with and without down-sampling. As mentioned from
our problem formulation, one question raised in our studies is given the observed random
process after these operations, how much we can restore the statistics of the original
sequence? This section summarizes the previous results from down-sampling problem
and superposition problem to help answer this question directly.
Remarks: One observation about the difference between a coordinated 3-state Semi-
Markov, and a mislabeled 3-state Markov out of 4-state superposed from two independent
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Markov processes is that for the mislabelling the superposition of two processes, the
sojourn time distribution and semi Markov kernel follow the form as specified by the
equations in (31) and (39). The conditions of the beginning two superposition processes
also need to be satisfied as in (26). These boundary conditions tell us the differences
of the class of mislabelling superposition process and the class of coordinated 3-state
Semi-Markov processes. With down-sampling issue, however, we cannot tell the difference
between two sets. Since down-sampling operation completely destroys the statistics of
the original sequence, we could have a result with the statistics of a given coordinated
3-state Semi-Markov the same as the statistics of another mislabeled 3-state Markov out
of 4-state superposed from two independent Markov processes. It is thus impossible to
recover the statistics of the original sequence, namely the probability transition matrix
of the embedded Markov chain and the sojourn time distribution before down-sampling
given the observed semi Markov model.
2.3 Simulation and numerical results
In this section, we provide case studies using simulation and numerical results to demon-
strate the validity of our theoretical studies regarding the effects of downsampling, su-
perposition, and mislabeling on the statistics of involved semi-Markov processes in both
forward and reverse scenarios.
2.3.1 Downsampling
A case study for the dowm-sampling problem:
We apply our approach for a case study of 3-state semi-Markov process. Again our results
can be applied to general n states semi-Markov process but we present here a simple case
to illustrate our theoretical results. Suppose that a semi-Markov process with 3 states are








There are 3 states in the process: state A and B are busy states and C is an idle state.
A, B, and C are states whose duration or number of symbols is subject to duration
distribution. Suppose the duration distribution of each state is given by the following
table (Table 2.4):
TABLE 2.4. Duration parameters
























For the downsampling factor of 4, the analytical solution for the transition matrix of the







The stationary distribution of the semi Markov chain Y (k) is π= [0.1784 0.4161 0.4055].
We set up the simulation using MATLAB. First we generate the X sequence from its
transition probability matrix and sojourn time distribution as specified from above. Then
we perform the down-sampling operation by keeping the first symbol, deleting the next 3
symbols and so on to form the X sequence. By estimation, we find the following transition








We adopt the Frobenius norm as the metric to measure the distance between two matrices
PYanalytical and P
Y
sim [18]. The squared or Frobenius norm of a matrix An×n is defined as








where AT is the transpose of matrix A. Our result indicates that the Frobenius norm
of PYanalytical is 1.0197 and the Frobenius norm of P
Y
analytical −PYsim equals to 0.075 or
7.36% relative error. Next, we compared the numerical sojourn time distribution of the
down-sampled sequence Y with the simulation results from the analytical solution above.
The following diagram (Figure 2.7) show the histogram of the analytical result and the
simulation results for the case m = 4.
FIGURE 2.7. Histogram of sojourn time distribution for simulation vs analytical
We illustrate above histogram of the sojourn time distribution only for a particular tran-
sition from state C to state A, as an example and the rest of the sojourn time distri-
butions can be compared similarly. Then we perform the comparison using two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test). The KS test returns a test decision for the null
hypothesis that the data in vectors from analytical and simulations are from the same
distribution while the alternative hypothesis asserts that they are from different distribu-
tions [19]. The remaining histograms of the sojourn time distribution hYij , i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2}
can be compared in the similar manner and the KS test results accept the null hypothesis
that the data in vectors from analytical and simulations are from the same distribution.
We can confirm that our analytical results together with the simulation results are agreed
within 5% confidence level. A case study for the reverse problem:
Here we set up our study by starting from the down-sampled sequence, namely Y se-
quence. We apply our analytical results from section 2.3 to find two X sequences. Then
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from each of these sequences, we compare their corresponding statistics, i.e. the transition
probability matrix and sojourn time distribution. We want to show an example that there
are two X sequences with different statistics (different transition probability matrix and
sojourn time distribution) that after downsampling can get the same Y sequence. The
method to use is: from Equations (2) to (7) we want to show that there are two functions
PXij (z) that satisfies functional equation (2.35) and each gives a unique transition proba-
bility matrix and sojourn time distribution for the X sequence. The transition probability
of the embedded Markov chain of the downsampled sequence {Y } is given by Equation
(18). Given that the sojourn time distribution of each of the three states as calculated
from the forward case of the above example. From that following the previous steps we
can compute the transition function matrix P Yij (z) for the Y sequence. From Equation
(14) we propose two functions Qij(z)’s that is Q
1
ij(z) = 0 and Q
2
ij(z) = z
3. For the first
case we have PXij (z) = P
Y
ij (z







For the second case we have PXij (z) = P
Y
ij (z







Using this analytical results, the simulation with down-sample 4 and 200 number of
runs, taking the average value of results, the transition probability matrix for the Y
sequence by simulation results are very close to the analytical solution with the Frobenius
norm of PYanalytical −PYsim1 equals to 0.045 or 2.36% relative error, the Frobenius norm of
PYanalytical −PYsim2 equals to 0.045 or 1.65% relative error. The KS test confirms that the
sojourn time distribution are the from the same distribution with 5% confidence interval
for the two Y sequence.
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Next, we perform KS test for the two X sequences. The returned value of h = 1
indicates that KS test rejects the null hypothesis at the default 5% significance level.
And the rest of the comparison show that the KS test rejects the null hypothesis that
the data in vectors from two X sequences are from the same distribution. We also find
that the Frobenius norm of PX1 −PX2 equals to 1.045 or 39.65% relative error.
Remark We can confirm that there are at least two X sequences for the resulting Y
sequence with downsampling factor of 4. Such singularity issues persists for any down-
sampling factor m > 1, which means that the statistics of the original discrete time
semi-Markov process can not be recovered with a unique solution given its down-sampled
semi-Markov sequence, thereby creating a singularity issue due to downsampling.
2.3.2 Superposition
A case study for the superposition problem:
SMP 1 has 2 states (idle1, A) and SMP 2 has 2 states (idle2,B). Suppose that the
sojourn time distribution of each of the two states for SMP 1 and SMP 2 follows Poisson
distribution with parameters specified in the following table (Table 2.5):
TABLE 2.5. Duration parameters
State Duration distribution Parameter(s)
A Poisson λ= 15
B Poisson λ= 18
idle1 Poisson λ= 9
idle2 Poisson λ=12
The resulting superposition process is a semi Markov process and due to the combina-
tion of the two semi Markov chain as above, we would have 4 states as Table 2.3 suggests.

















). The rest of the expressions qSij(k) can be
found explicitly from the equation (31) and (32). So for each qS01(k) we can have two
derivations.
The transition probability matrix of the superposition process can be derived by the




0 0.532 0.3911 0.0677
0.4057 0 0.0561 0.5326
0.3049 0.0489 0 0.6401
0.0478 0.4176 0.5309 0

(2.37)
We do the simulation of the superposition by first simulation Semi Markov process 1
and semi Markov process 2 and make the new denotation as listed in the Table 2.3, there
are 4 states for the superposition process. The resulting transition probability matrix of
the superposition is given by
Psimulation =

0 0.5310 0.4208 0.0482
0.4366 0 0.0414 0.5219
0.3101 0.0328 0 0.6571
0.029 0.4508 0.5202 0

Our result indicates that the Frobenius norm of Psimulationanalytical is equal to 0.095 or 9.36%
relative error. Next, we compared the numerical sojourn time distribution of the down-
sampled sequence Y with the simulation results from the analytical solution above. The
following diagram (Figure 2.8) show the histogram of the analytical result and the sim-
ulation results for the case m = 4. We illustrate above histogram of the sojourn time
FIGURE 2.8. Histogram of sojourn time distribution for simulation vs analytical
distribution only for a particular transition from state D to state A, as an example and
the rest of the sojourn time distributions can be compared similarly. The remaining his-
tograms of the sojourn time distribution hYij , i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2} can be compared in the similar
manner and the KS test results accept the null hypothesis that the data in vectors from
analytical and simulations are from the same distribution. We can confirm that our ana-
lytical results together with the simulation results are agreed within 5% confidence level.
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A case study for reverse superposition problem
Suppose that the transition probability matrix of the superposition process can be derived
by the analytical formulas given from equation (47). And the sojourn time distribution
of the superposition process can be given analytically from the numerical example in the
above section (the forward case). So we want to find the sojourn time distributions for
the original 2-state semi Markov processes hi(k), i = 0A, 0B, 1A, 1B. First, we check all
the condition equation (35) to equation (37) for the solution to be existed. We apply our
analytical results from section IV to find the original 2-state semi Markov sequences an-
alytically. Then from each of these sequences, we compare their corresponding statistics,
i.e. the transition probability matrix and sojourn time distribution.
Using this analytical results, the simulation with 200 number of runs, taking the average
value of results, the transition probability matrix for the Y sequence by simulation results
are very close to the analytical solution with the Frobenius norm of PYanalytical −PYsim
equals to 0.0295 or 7.35% relative error. The KS test confirms that the sojourn time
distribution are the from the same distribution with 5% confidence interval for the Y
sequence. Figure 2.9 shows the histogram of the sojourn time distribution:
FIGURE 2.9. Histogram of the simulation vs analytical sojourn time distribution Y
2.3.3 A case study for mislabelling problem
Suppose that there are 2 independent discrete time semi Markov processes. SMP 1
has 2 states (idle1, A) and SMP 2 has 2 states (idle2,B). Suppose that the sojourn time
distribution of each of the two states for SMP 1 and SMP 2 follows Poisson distribution
with parameters specified in the Table 2.4. The resulting superposition process is a semi
Markov process and due to the combination of the two semi Markov chain as above, we
would have 4 states as the Table 2.3 suggests. The transition probability matrix of the
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superposition process can be derived by the analytical formulas as shown from Proposition
9. Hence instead of having 4 states as suggested by the table, we have only 3 states: idle
(0), (idle, A) (1) and D (5). We would like to find the transition probability matrix and
the sojourn time distribution for the modified semi Markov process as outlined in this
part. The analytical solution for the transition probability matrix of the combination














Next, we compared the numerical sojourn time distribution of the superposition of two
semi Markov processes with the simulation results from the analytical solution above.
The following diagram (Figure 2.10) shows the histogram of the analytical results and
the simulation results.
FIGURE 2.10. Histogram of sojourn time distribution for simulation vs analytical
We set up the simulation with 200 number of runs, taking the average value of results,
the transition probability matrix for the Y sequence by simulation results are very close
to the analytical solution with the Frobenius norm of PYanalytical −PYsim equals to 0.0486
or 6.54% relative error. The KS test confirms that the sojourn time distribution are the
from the same distribution with 5% confidence interval for the Y sequence.
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3
Hidden Markov model, coupled
hidden Markov models and
applications in social networks
This chapter summarizes and compares different hidden Markov models for modelling
the interactions between different users in a dynamic social network.
3.1 Hidden Markov models
As a statistical modelling tool, hidden Markov models were first described in the classic
paper by Baum [1]. Shortly afterwards, they were applied to automatic speech recognition
independently at CMU and IBM . Until recently, HMMs have become the predominant
approach in speech recognition, subsuming dynamic time warping and outperforming
neural networks in most speech recognition tasks.
An HMM can be used to represent a specific unit of speech, such as a phoneme or a
word. Most speech recognition systems use phonetic HMMs. However, for small vocab-
ulary tasks in which data collection does not require heavy efforts, word HMMs can be
used efficiently to obtain high-accuracy speech recognition systems. Formally, an HMM
is defined as
λ = < S, I, F,A,B,Π >
where S is a set of states with transition arcs defined between the states. Associated
with each transition from state i to state j is an output distribution, bij(x) ∈ B, which
defines how likely a certain event x in the observation space is going to happen when the
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transition is taken 1. That is, whenever a transition is taken, a piece of data is observed
(or ”output”) with a certain probability. In addition, a transition probability aij ∈ A
is associated with each arc and specifies the likelihood of transit to state j, given that
we are currently at state i. I is the set of initial states, F is the set of final states. Any
sequence of observations is output by starting from one of the initial states and ending
with one of the final states. πi ∀ i ∈ I is the probability that we start from state i. Since
A, B, Π are all probabilities,
∑
j∈S
aij = 1 ∀ i ∈ S,∫
x
bij(x)dx = 1 for all transitions i to j if x is a continuous vector, (3.1)∑
k
bij(k) = 1 for all transitions i to j if x = k is a discrete symbol,∑
i∈I
πi = 1
Starting from a certain initial state (unknown or hidden), we observe a sequence of data.
We know these data are emitted (output) by the HMM and that the stochastic process
ends at one of the final states. The observed event is the sequence of data output by the
HMM; the hidden part is the sequence of states the observed data have gone through. In
other words, we don’t know which sequence of transitions output the observed data.
3.2 Coupled hidden Markov model architectures and related backgrounds
Two hidden Markov models are coupled by introducing the conditional probabilities
between their hidden state variables. The state of one model at time t depends on the
states of all models (including itself) at time t− 1. For C hidden Markov models coupled
together, the state transition probability is described as Pr(SCt |S1t−1, S2t−1, .., SCt−1) instead
of Pr(SCt |SCt−1) where the superscript C represents the Cth hidden Markov model. The
state transition matrix is described by a C+1 dimensional matrix and the number of the
parameters for this transition probability matrix is NC where N is the number of hidden
1Output distributions may also be associated with states instead of arcs. The theory is exactly the same, with only
slight modification on notations.
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FIGURE 3.1. Fully- coupled hidden Markov model
states. Different variants of coupled HMMs have been used in diverse settings including
models for complex human actions and behaviors, freeway traffic , audio-visual speech
, EEG classification , spread of infection in social networks , etc. The following graph
(Figure 3.1) shows the fully-coupled hidden Markov model as derived from [20] and [21].
Follow these models, Raghavan and colleagues [21] developed the coupled hidden
Markov model as the inter-connected dynamics of user activity in a social network. The
individual dynamics of each user is coupled to the aggregated activity profile of the neigh-
bors (namely friends or followers) in the network. To model activity profile of a specific
user in a social network, his proposed model is illustrated below (Figure 3.2):
Here let Ti, i = 0, 1, 2, .., N denote the time-stamps of a specific user’s tweets over the
period of interest. The following parameters are relevant from the proposed model:
• Observations: Define the inter-tweet duration δi, i = 0, 1, 2, .., N as
δi = Ti − Ti−1 (1)
• Hidden states: Suppose that a variable Qi, i = 0, 1, 2, .., N reflect the state of the
user of interest. For the simplest 2 state Hidden Markov model, Qi ∈ (0, 1) where
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FIGURE 3.2. The coupled hidden Markov model with mentions from social network
Qi = 0 denotes that the user is in an Inactive state between two consecutive tweets
Ti and Ti−1 and Qi = 1 denotes that the user is in an Active state.
The state transition probability matrix is given by
P [m,n] = Pr(Qi = n|Qi−1 = m) (1)
where m,n ∈ (0, 1)
The prior probability of the initial state Q0 is Pr(Q0 = j) = πj where j ∈ (0, 1).
In general, Qi is hidden (unobservable) and we can only observe δi, i = 0, 1, 2, .., N
or equivalently Ti. Suppose that the duration distribution of the observations are
dependent on the state Qi and we assume that
δi ∼ f1(.) if Qi = 1
δi ∼ f0(.) if Qi = 0
For the experimental setup, the distribution f(.) are either Weibull or Gamma
density.
• Influence from the neighbors: Let the variable Zi, i = 0, 1, 2, .., N capture the
influence of the neighbors’ tweets on the user of interest. In the context Zi denotes
either
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FIGURE 3.3. Two independent users using coupled hidden Markov model
(1) the binary value 1 or 0 that there is a mention from the neighbor’s tweets about
the specific user or not where Zi = 0 means that there is no mention about the user
from his social network
(2) Zi denotes the number of mentions for that particular user based on total traffic
(aggregated activity) of the friends of the user
Noting that Zi is a function of the activity of all the neighbors (and not a spe-
cific user) and let the probability density function of Zi be given as
Zi ∼ g1(.) if Qi−1 = 1
Zi ∼ g0(.) if Qi−1 = 0
The following figure (Figure 3.5) mentions the model of two users in a social
network: The coupling between Qi and Zi is simplified by the Markovian that
Pr(Qi|Qi−11 , Zi1) = Pr(Qi|Qi−1, Zi). Suppose that the number of mentions Zi is
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captured by the summary statistic φ(Zi) such that:
Pr(Qi|Qi−1, Zi) = P0(Qi|Qi−1)(1− φ(Zi)) + P1(Qi|Qi−1)φ(Zi) (2)
with Pk[m,n] = Pk(Qi = n|Qi−1 = m) and k = 0, 1. In particular, the choice
φ(Zi) = 1Zi>τ for a suitable threshold τ implies that the user switches from the
transition probability matrix P0 to P1 depending on the magnitude of the influ-
ence structure. To paraphrase, the user evolves according to a baseline dynamics
corresponding to P0 if his network activity is below a certain threshold and evolves
according to an elevated dynamics corresponding to P1 if his network activity ex-
ceeds that threshold.
Zi is a function of the activity of all the neighbors then hypothesize that: Pr(Zi|Qi−11 , Zi−11 ) =
Pr(Zi|Qi−1)
Hence, the joint density of the observations δi, the influence structure Zi, and the















3.3 Proposed coupled hidden Markov model for two known users in a
dynamic social network
Remarks on the limitations of the above model and our contribution
• One of the main problems in the modelling is the time line issue. Since there are 2
users and T 1i and T
2
i represent the times of the i
th tweets on the same time line, we
need to take into account those parameters for all the distributions when derived
them. The existing model arose causality issues when using only meta-data, i.e.
regardless of the contents of each tweets that the user posts on his Tweeter, the
timing and mentioning relationship are the only parameters that needed to be
considered. The time evolution of the activities of two users can be characterized
by the following diagram (Figure 3.4):
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FIGURE 3.4. Time evolution of the hidden states and arrival times
• From the compound processes N2(T 1i ) and N1(T 2j ) as derived from the conditional
probabilities given above, we want to analytical verifying whether the resulting
processes (individual process for user 1 and user 2) are Markov Process.
• This problem can be considered as the superposition of 2 hidden Markov models
with arrival times index follow the previous conditions. Again for any sojourn time
distribution of user 1 and user 2 and the counting process N2(T 1i ) and N
1(T 2j ), we
want to verify that this process is Markov chain.
We want to model a coupled hidden Markov model where the mutual interactions
between two particular users with the influence from the rest of their social net-
works. For example, the following figure (Figure 3.5) shows the two tables of a
dialogue between two users and their activities in an aggregated network.
We proposed the following model as the mutual interactions between 2 users versus
the rest of their friends in the social networks (Figure 3.6). We define some notations
from the model. Let T 1i , i = 0, 1, 2, .., N denote the time-stamps of a user 1’s tweets
over the period of interest. Similarly, T 2i , i = 0, 1, 2, ..,M denote the time-stamps of
a user 2’s tweets over the period of interest. M and N denotes the total number of
tweets for user 2 and user 1, respectively, during the period of interest. Define the
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FIGURE 3.5. Examples of dialogues
FIGURE 3.6. Proposed 2 users coupled hidden Markov model
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inter-tweet duration δ1i , i = 0, 1, 2, .., N for user 1 and δ
2




i − T 1i−1 (1)
And similar for user 2.
• Hidden states: Suppose that a variable Q1i , i = 0, 1, 2, .., N reflect the state of
user 1. For the simplest 2 state Hidden Markov model, Q1i ∈ (0, 1) where Q1i = 0
denotes that the user 1 is in an Inactive state between two consecutive tweets T 1i
and T 1i−1 and Q
1
i = 1 denotes that the user is in an Active state.
The state transition probability matrix is given by
P [m,n] = Pr(Q1i = n|Q1i−1 = m)
where m,n ∈ (0, 1)
Similar derivation is for user 2.
• Influence from the neighbors: Let the variable Z1i , i = 0, 1, 2, .., N capture
the influence of the neighbors’ tweets on the user 1. In the context Z1i denotes
the number of mentions for that particular user based on total traffic (aggregated
activity) of the friends of the user. We further split Z1i as two components:
1. Denote Z1ai as the number of mentions from USER 2 about user 1
2. Denote Z1bi as the number of mentions from his other friends rather than user
2
Similar definitions for user 2
1. Denote Z2ai as the number of mentions from USER 1 about user 2
2. Denote Z2bi as the number of mentions from his other friends rather than user
1
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The coupling between Q1i and Z
1
i is by the Markovian condition that
Pr(Q1i |Q1i−1, Z1ai , Z1bi , Z2ai ). Similarly, the coupling between Q2i and Z2i is by the
condition that
Pr(Q2i |Q2i−1, Z2ai , Z2bi , Z1ai )





























2 , .., Z
1
n)
One of the main problem in the modelling is the time line issues or causality problems.
Since there are 2 users and T 1i and T
2
i represents the time of the i
th tweets on the same
time line we need to take into account those parameters for all the distribution when
derived them. With the empirical results to justify the latter two assumptions. For this,
we start with three typical users (denoted as User-I and User-II) whose activity over the
thirty-day period consists of: i) 807 tweets, 260 mentions, and 16,935 tweets from his
social network of 62 friends, and ii) 1,914 tweets, 1,108 mentions, and 10,281 tweets from
his social network of 92 friends iii) an extreme case of a highly active user (denoted as
User-III) whose activity over the thirty-day period consists of 2,387 tweets, 2,872 men-
tions, and 58,810 tweets from his social network of 206 friends. Users-I and II do not
appear to be popular public figures, whereas User-III is a popular journalist, advocate
on many political issues, and an activist.
With this data, [21] use the generalized Baum-Welch algorithm to learn model parame-
ters for a coupled HMM with the number of mentions as the influence structure. They
also use the model parameters learned with the generalized Baum-Welch algorithm in the
generalized Viterbi algorithm to estimate the most likely state sequence corresponding
to the observations.
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3.4 Hidden Markov tree models for semantic class induction
The authors start by introducing a new unsupervised method for semantic classes in-
duction. This is achieved by defining a generative model of sentences with latent variables,
which aims at capturing semantic roles of words. They require method to be scalable,
in order to learn models on large datasets containing tens of millions of sentences [22].
Figure 3.7 shows an example of a dependency tree.
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FIGURE 3.7. Example of a dependency tree
In the paper, the authors [22] introduce our probabilistic generative model of sentences.
They start by setting up some notations. A sentence is represented by a K-tuple w =
(w1, w2, .., wk) where wk ∈ V is an integer representing a word and V is the size of the
vocabulary. The goal will be to infer a K-tuple c = (c1, c2, ..ck) of semantic classes, where
each ck ∈ {1, 2, .., C} is an integer representing a semantic class, corresponding to the
word wk. The Markov process used to generate the semantic classes will take into account
selectional preference. Since to model homonymy, each word can be generated by multiple
classes
To describe the Markov process they propose to generate the semantic classes. They
assume that we are given a directed tree defined by the function represents the unique
parent of the node k and 0 is the root of the tree. Each node, except the root, corresponds
to a word of the sentence. First, they generate the semantic class corresponding to the
root of the tree and then generate recursively the class for the other nodes. The classes
are conditionally independent given the classes of their parents. Using the language of
probabilistic graphical models, this means that the distribution of the semantic classes
factorizes in the tree.
The results are Hidden Markov tree models also outperform hidden Markov chain
models, except for supersense tagging on verbs. We believe that this drop in performance
on verbs can be explained because in English the word order (Subject-Verb-Object) is
strict, and thus, the chain model is able to differentiate between subject and object, while
the tree model treats subject and object in the same way (both are children of the verb).
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Moreover, in the tree model, verbs have a lot of children, such as adverbial clauses and
auxiliary verbs, which share their transition probability distribution with the subject and
the object. These two effects make the disambiguation of verbs more noisy for trees than
for chains. Another possible explanation of this drop of performance is that it is due to
errors made by the syntactic parser.
We want to give a review about the current literature on Hidden Markov Tree Model
and its applications. The recent view of the Hidden Markov Model as a particular case of
Bayesian networks has provided new theoretical insights and helped conceiving extensions
of the standard model in a sound and formally elegant framework. Whereas standard
HMMs are commonly employed for learning in sequential domains, the extension can
learn probability distributions on labeled trees which are called Hidden Markov Tree [23].
One of the main advantage of using Hidden Markov Tree model is that unless sharing
mechanisms are defined, the parameters of Hidden Markov Tree model vary with the
node being considered, yielding a large total number of parameters that may quickly
lead to overfitting problems. In HTMM, several forms of stationarity can be assumed,
each associated with a different form of parameter sharing. We say that a HTMM is fully
stationary if it is both transition and emission stationary. Since the model is a special case
of Bayesian network, the two main algorithms (inference and parameter estimation) can
be derived as special cases of corresponding algorithms for Bayesian networks. Inference
consists of computing all the conditional probabilities of hidden states, given the evidence
entered into the observation nodes (i.e. the labels of the tree). Also most notably we have




Conclusion and future works
In this Thesis, we have considered the problem of down-sampling a discrete time semi-
Markov random process, superposition and combination of two independent discrete time
semi-Markov processes. The resulting process, after those operations, is also semi-Markov
processes or Markov renewal processes. We show that in this paper the statistics of the
original sequence before the superposition operation of two semi Markov processes can be
generally recovered. However the statistics of the original sequence cannot be recovered
during the down-sampling operation, namely there are multiple solutions to both the
sojourn time distribution and probability transition matrix for the original semi- Markov
sequence, given the corresponding statistics of the down-sampled one. Our theoretical
study as well as subsequent verification by simulation results demonstrate the pitfalls
we could deal with when adopting semi-Markov models in characterizing nodes activity
patterns in wireless networks.
The results in Chapter 4 indicate that the coupled Hidden Markov Model can charac-
terize the influence of neighboring users for a particular node in a social network. The
Hidden Markov Tree model, which uses rich features to capture the degree of association
between words and semantic tags, plays an important role in discriminate text relatedness
and similarity in computational linguistic.
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Appendix: Proofs of the main
propositions in the thesis
The following are the proofs of the main propositions in Chapter 2.
4.1 Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. We want to show that the downsampled sequence of the semi Markov process
is also a semi Markov process. For the finite alphabet set of the state space, we define
again our dowmsampling as following: For the down-sample factor of m we keep the first
letter and delete the next m− 1 letters. One observation is that after the downsampling
the state space of the resulting sequence is the same as the state space of the original
sequence. From Section 2, since X is a homogeneous semi-Markov chain, qXij (k) does
not depend on n, where from Equation ? we have: qij(k) = P (Xn+1 = j, Tn+1 = k |
Xn = i). Here the homogeneous property implies that P (Xn+1 = j, Tn+1 = k | Xn =
i,Xn−1, .., X0, Sn, Sn−1, .., S0) = P (Xn+1 = j, Tn+1 = k | Xn = i). We need to show
that for the Y sequence, P (Yn+1 = j, T
Y
n+1 = k | Yn = i, Yn−1, .., Y0, SYn , SYn−1, .., SY0 ) =
P (Yn+1 = j, T
Y
n+1 = k | Yn = i). Equivalently, we can show from our definition in section
? that P (Yn+1 = j, T
Y
n+1 = k | Yn = i, Yn−1, .., Y0, SYn , SYn−1, .., SY0 ) = P (YSYn+1 = j, S
Y
n+1 −






0 ). Now, from our down-sampling result,
Yk = X2k we have: P (YSYn+1 = j, S
Y







P (X2SYn+1 = j, S
Y






0 ). From X be
the homogeneous semi Markov process and for steady-state result, the transition function
PXij (k) = P (Xk = j | X0 = i) so we can rewrite the above equation as: P (Yn+1 = j, T Yn+1 =
k | Yn = i, Yn−1, .., Y0, SYn , SYn−1, .., SY0 ) = P (X2SYn+1 = j, S
Y
n+1 − SYn = k | X2SYn = i =
P (Yn+1 = j, T
Y
n+1 = k | Yn = i)., this concludes the proof of Proposition 1
4.2 Proof of Proposition 2
Proof. Here we provide the sketch of the proof. From Equation (2.8), we take the z-























). So from the element (12) and (13) of the above equa-
tion we can solve the system of linear equations: Q12(z)P22(z) + Q13(z)P32(z) = P12(z)
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Q12(z)P23(z)+Q13(z)P33(z) = P13(z) and then we obtain the solutions as in Equation (12)
and (13). Similarly we can apply the same technique and solve forQ21(z), Q23(z), Q31(z), Q32(z).
The z-transform relationships between the semi- Markov kernel and its transition function
is given by
Q12(z) =
∣∣∣∣ P12 P13P32 P33
∣∣∣∣ / ∣∣∣∣ P22 P23P32 P33
∣∣∣∣ (4.2)
Q13(z) =
∣∣∣∣ P12 P13P22 P23
∣∣∣∣ / ∣∣∣∣ P22 P23P32 P33
∣∣∣∣ (4.3)
Q21(z) =
∣∣∣∣ P21 P23P31 P33
∣∣∣∣ / ∣∣∣∣ P11 P13P31 P33
∣∣∣∣ (4.4)
Q23(z) =
∣∣∣∣ P21 P23P11 P13
∣∣∣∣ / ∣∣∣∣ P11 P13P31 P33
∣∣∣∣ (4.5)
Q31(z) =
∣∣∣∣ P31 P32P21 P22
∣∣∣∣ / ∣∣∣∣ P11 P12P21 P22
∣∣∣∣ (4.6)
Q32(z) =
∣∣∣∣ P31 P32P11 P12
∣∣∣∣ / ∣∣∣∣ P11 P12P21 P22
∣∣∣∣ (4.7)
, this concludes the proof of Proposition 2
4.3 Proof of Proposition 5
FIGURE 4.1. Arrival times of the superposition process
Proof. We want to show that the superposition of two independent semi Markov processes
is also a semi Markov process. We need to show that for the superposition sequence,
P (Jpn+1 = j, T
p










0) = P (J
P
n+1 = j, T
p
n+1 =
k | Jpn = j). We have the function qSuv(k) depends on the value of ti(v) for all processes
i = 1, 2. So there are 3 cases: 1. Only process 1 changes state at v or t1(v) = 1, t2(v) = 0.
The probability of this event to happen is equal to P (Jpn+1 = j, T
p
n+1 = k | Jpn = j =
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i = q̂ixi(u)xi(v)(k). (4.8)
We have process j not changing state at v, the probability of this event to occur is
equal to the probability that the sojourn time in state xj(u) is greater k can be given by
φuv(k)
j = 1− q̃jxi(u)xi(v)(k). (4.9)
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Due to the independence of these component processes,




2. Both processes i and j change state at v or ti(v) = tj(v) = 1. The probability of this
event to happen is equal to the probability that the residual life-time in state xi(u) and





Follow the results of superposition process,



























































































































































































) , this concludes the proof of Proposition
5
4.4 Proof of Proposition 9
Proof. We can define the element of the kernel qS,M for the mislabelling process as
qS,Mij (k) = P (X
S,M
n+1 = j, T
S,M
n+1 = k | XS,Mn = i). (4.12)




10 (k) and q
S,M
15 (k):
qS,M01 (k) = P (X
S,M
n+1 = 1, T
S,M
n+1 = k | XS,Mn = 0) = P (XSn+1 = 1, T
S,M
n+1 = k | XSn = 0) = qS01(k).
(4.13)
Next, we showed that:
qS,M50 (k) = P (X
S,M
n+1 = 0, T
S,M
n+1 = k | XS,Mn = 5) = P (XSn+1 = 0, T
S,M



































n+1 =k|XSn =2)P (XSn =2)+P (XSn+1=0,T
S,M















, this concludes the proof
of Proposition 9
4.5 Proof of Proposition 7
Proof. We want to interpret those conditions and whether they are the only conditions
for hi(k), i = 0, 1, 2, 3 or p̃ij to satisfy. From the 12 equations of the semi Markov kernel,



















































qS01(k) = A1C2; q
S
02(k) = A2C1;
qS03(k) = A1C1; q
S
10(k) = B1C2;
qS12(k) = B1C1; q
S
13(k) = B2C1;
qS20(k) = D1A2; q
S
21(k) = D1A1;
qS23(k) = D2A1; q
S
30(k) = B1D1;































































, this concludes the proof of Proposition 7.
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